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Indian contemporary art

ly organised an exhibition of con-
temporary Indian art at LVMH’s
new gallery in its Parisian shop.

From the UK was Manchester
collector Frank Cohen who told
The Art Newspaper he purchased
work from Art Unlimited (see p1).
Chatting on a mobile– perhaps to
Moscow?–was the Cologne deal-
er Alex Lachmann, who often
buys for Russian collectors.

In the first hour a private
German buyer had acquired
Eberhard Haverkost’s Lady
Souverän, priced at $47,000, from
Lehmann Gallery (M6). By 1pm a

French art advisor had reserved
the newly-unveiled, astonishing
Picasso from 1971, Reclining
Nude, priced at $12m, on
Gmurzynska’s stand (V1) for a
client. A “major” Dutch collector
bought Izumi Kato’s Untitled
2006 from SCAI (V8); Francesca
Minini (B4), who sold Vanessa
Beecroft’s 2003 photograph VB
52 on offer at €40,000, said she
was visited mostly by German
collectors within the first few
hours while an European collector
bagged Suling Wang’s Cloud
Seeder, 2006, at Lehmann
Maupin (M5).

The same gallery also sold
Bloody Mooning (1996) by
Gilbert & George to a Belgian
collector. The British duo’s works
are proving popular at the fair
prior to a major retrospective at
Tate Modern early next year
which will include Bloody
Mooning.

Other reported sales included:
Karen Kilimnik’s Ian playing
Soldier, 1997, sold by 303
Gallery (F7) for a record
$250,000 to a private collector
and George Condo’s 1996 paint-
ing Existential Traveller for
$115,000, one of five works sold

by London gallery Sprüth Magers
Lee (D4) within five minutes of
the opening.

“The quality this year is very
high and so are the prices,” says
one New York art consultant.
“People always say great material
is hard to find, but we’re seeing it
here–because right now, this week
in Basel, is an excellent time to
sell.”

“There is a big return of paint-
ing and drawing this year,” says
Jérôme Sans, the new head of pro-
gramming at the Baltic Centre in
Gateshead, England. Photography
is thin on the ground in the fair

and videos are mainly confined to
Art Unlimited.

Over at Art Unlimited, many
installations have sold including
Kadar Attia’s Infinities, 2006,
(F4) to an American collector for
around €150,000. The silver-
painted luggage carousel, Across
Seven Seas, 2006, by the Indian
artist Subodh Gupta (D11), was
sold for €800,000. In the main
hall, his dealer Art & Public (Q4),
sold a smaller piece of his, a trol-
ley, to the Delhi dealer Arun
Vadehra for around €80,000.
Georgina Adam, Gareth Harris
and Elizabeth Williams

Home
market
set to
explode
■ While most art markets expand
in fits and starts, the Indian con-
temporary art market was trans-
formed in a single second last

September, when Tyeb Mehta’s
Mahisasura sold for $1,584,000, at
Christie’s New York–twice the
estimate and five times the record
for any Indian contemporary work.
“The moment the hammer fell,
everything changed,” recalls Arun
Vadehra, a New Delhi dealer.

Just as China’s art world was
inundated with Western curators
and collectors a few years ago, a
surging number of foreigners have
toured galleries and studios in
Mumbai and New Delhi. “I
showed Subodh Gupta four years
ago in the Armory and no one even
asked the price,” recalls Pierre
Huber of Geneva’s Art + Public
gallery. “In the end I asked a col-
league to buy it so I didn’t have to
transport it home. It just went at

Christie’s for more than
$100,000–and here at the fair
almost all his work is already sold.”

At Art Basel, this new focus is
also reflected in the contingent of
Indian collectors visiting this year
and in the presence of Nature Morte
gallery from New Delhi, the first
Indian gallery ever to take part.

The fair’s man in Asia, Jonathan
Napack, has been tracking the
Indian scene for a year, and toured
the country with Art Basel director
Sam Keller in January. During the
trip, Napack recalls, they ran into
US collectors Jerry Speyer, Fred
Hochberg and Tom Healy. It’s not
just Americans: Turin’s
Fondazione Sandretto re
Rebaudengo plans an exhibition
with 26 contemporary Indian

artists later this year. “Suddenly
people here are asking me to take
them around India and introduce
them to artists,” says Gupta,
adding that he suspects many are

speculating. “And we also have
many new buyers from India.”

Indeed, a major difference from
the Chinese market is the depth and
ardour of domestic buying, which
means that even early-bird Western
collectors cannot start amassing
work at cut-rate prices. “The
Indians really support their
artists–they pay more for the work
than I could charge for it here,”
Huber notes. What’s more, Vadehra
predicts $500m will flow into the
market when the half-dozen private
museums expected to be founded
by India’s new elite start acquiring
work. Marc Spiegler

European collectors on their annual shopping spree

Subodh Gupta’s Leap of Faith,
2005-06, is with Indian newcomer
Nature Morte
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